
The Bear and the Bee

 Do you like to read? If you do, then watch this book. I'll read to you! 
What would happen if a bee wanted to marry a bear? (The bee is in love, the bear 
doesn't care). Touch the book and we will see. Together we'll read a nice story.

Let's go! 

                                 Copyright
 1993 by LeftJustified Publiks, all rights reserved.



Disclaimers...

LeftJustified presents this product as-is, with no warrantees of suitability for any particular task. This product 
utilizes a standard Windows utility for it's display and function and therefore should pose no risk in use -- 
however LeftJustified will accept no responsibility for any consequential damage resulting from the use of this 
product. All product names & company names noted in italics and designated by the symbol: "tm" are 
trademarks of the noted company.



The Bear and the Bee is a product of    LeftJustified Publiks. If you enjoy this product and would like to see more 
electronic books in the future, please send $6.00 to:

B&B
LeftJustified Publiks
4875 Beryl St.
Las Cruces, N.M. 88001-9446

The people of LeftJustified and our contributing authors are doing something new with your computer. We 
want to create products that please and entertain you, inexpensive reading materials that go a step beyond 
the book. In order to keep doing this, we need to know what you think. The best way to show us is to send a
comment form, and your payment. Your support pays the author, and allows us to continue our 
development of new media.



Payment & Comment Form
The Bear and the Bee

LeftJustified is intent on producing products that interest and delight you. It should not cost a lot of money for us to produce such
products, but the authors and producers need some incentive. We need to know that you are interested. The best way to show that 
interest is to send in the suggested price for this product. Six dollars ($6.00) is not much money, but it means a lot to us. With 
your support we can publish fresh, interesting products at a reasonable price. Please take a moment to comment on The Bear and 
the Bee. Feel free to suggest other types of material that you would like to see in electronic print.

Your Name & address: _______________________________              
_______________________________              Enclosed: $___._____
_______________________________                        [] cash      [] check

Comments:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Please answer the following questions to help us with our marketing.

Where did you download your copy of this product? _____________________________

What video resolution do
            you use most of the time? [] Monochrome [] VGA

        or CGA [] 800x600
[] other:_______ [] 1024x768

How many colors? []16 []256 []_________

What version of Windows are you using? [] 3.1 []3.2 []N.T.

Would you use a direct phone line to review and select products from LeftJustified 
or to download a catalog of products?

[] Yes, I would use a toll number now and then
[] Yes, but only if it were an 800 number
[] No

Thank you very much for your time! Your payment of $6.00 is also much appreciated. Look for more LeftJustified products in 
the near future. If books on computer are to become a common thing in the next ten years, we expect to play a part in that. Your 
support is important to that future.

Oh... and we would be grateful if you would share this product
with friends who do not use a modem.



The Making of The Bear and the Bee
The Bear and the Bee was originally written by Nita Dabbs, and illustrated by her Sister Barbara Leach. The first step 
in production was to photo-reduce the black & white panels (to reduce the scan size and optimize contrast) and then 
scan them as line-art with a Scanman256™ gray-scale scanner. Color, cleanup, and formatting was performed with 
Paintbrush for Windows™. Text materials were prepared with Microsoft Word for Windows™, and the product was 
compiled using the help tools from the Windows 3.1 SDK™. The base system for this work was a Uniq™ 286/16 with 4
megabytes of RAM, running Windows 3.1. While the death of the 286 has been exaggerated, the Editor would 
appreciate your support of these products so that he can get a really fast 486 and spend more time working, less time 
waiting.



Tom Kindig, Editor and Principal
of LeftJustified, lives and works in
Las Cruces, New Mexico.



About the Authors . . .

    Nita Dabbs wrote this story for her children several years ago; her sister Barbara Leach did the drawings. Nita has 
written quite a few stories and poems, just for the entertainment of her children. She has had an active interest in teaching and, 
now that her children are in school, has gone back to school herself. 



Contributing to LeftJustified . . .
From the editor...

LeftJustified is looking for authors and artists who would like to share their work, in this new electronic medium, with 
the world. We do not restrict your right to publish elsewhere (we do not control your work), and we pay a 40% royalty 
to the author for each sale. You may write for more specific information, or you may forward a sample of your work 
directly.
If you want to do this, I would like to see your work on paper the first time around. If this is not practical, and you 
would rather send a 3½ inch diskette, then the following formats are preferred:

for text .txt (ANSI/ASCII),
.wri (Windows Write),
.sam (Amí-pro),
.rtf (Microsoft Rich Text Format),
.doc (Microsoft Word or Word4Windows)

for graphics .bmp (Windows Bitmap)
.pcx (Windows Paintbrush)
.cdr (Corel draw)
.tif

I will send you a receipt for your work, and a preliminary evaluation, as soon a I receive it. If a phone number is 
included, and I have time, I will call you. Your work is protected, and you can be sure that I will not forward or share 
your work without an explicit agreement with you for publication.
Please include a self-addressed-stamped-envelope if you wish to have your work returned to you, should we decide not 
to use it. Send to:

LeftJustified 
Publiks
4875 Beryl St.
Las Cruces, N.M. 88001-9446

Be sure to include a brief letter about yourself and your work. Tell me what appeals to you and include any specific 
ideas about what form the publication might take. I'm counting on your creativity to make the difference in an excellent 
product! 



Work we would like to see . . .
Have you been doing some writing? Graphic Arts? How about a really sweet application that might work through what 
you see here? We are working to make a point: it's time for electronic books and magazines. These are becoming 
available on CD-ROM, but what about smaller works?

Features
We would like to see feature articles of twenty to sixty pages of text on science, technology, art, social issues, history, 
government, religion, culture. . . you name it! People are interested. If you are a frustrated Journalist, then drop us a 
letter.

Creative
We would like to see poetry, short stories, comics, graphic portfolios. . . any other ideas? Give us a try. We won't be 
trying any full-length novels, but short of that we are willing to take on a variety of material. As with features above, 
we suggest that you submit at least twenty pages of material. 

Your Ideas
Have I thought of everything? Of course not. Chances are good that you have an idea that would never occur to me. So 
why not give it a go; let me know. The only thing it will cost you is some time.
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